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ABSTRACT: 

 

The paper will present the extraction of information from a laser scanning survey aimed to support historical studies on the 

Sangallo's house in Florence. In order to verify some study's hypothesis related to the building history and constructive techniques, 

high resolution models were needed. The meaning of "resolution" applied to 3D scanning will be briefly discussed stressing the 

difference between resolution and accuracy. 

Starting from the analysis of technical specifications of the used instruments, the expected performance of the model is described. 

The results obtained from acquired data are shown and the paper will conclude proposing some answers to the historian's questions. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Laser scanner survey is generally aimed to provide a reality 

description as realistic as possible. Large improvements in 

hardware and software tools have allowed to produce effective 

and efficient 3D models, to be used for investigations once 

conducted on the real object or in physical spaces. In most 

virtual reality environments, which intend to replace physical 

reality, measurements are quite hidden and coordinates seem to 

be less related to positions and dimensions, and more just a way 

to represent data in a software tool.   

Geomatic techniques today have to focus not only on 

positioning problems, but on high level of detail surface 

descriptions too. The experience described in the following 

paragraphs highlights the need of a correct integration between 

positioning and surface description techniques: topographical 

net for data referencing and laser scanning for surface 

modelling. 

 

 

2. THE NEED FOR A GEOMATIC SURVEY 

2.1 The Sangallo’s house in Florence 

The house that Giuliano and Antonio da Sangallo built for 

themselves in Borgo Pinti, Florence, is now known as Palazzo 

Ximenes-Panciatichi and it has never been studied 

systematically. In 1902 Cornelius von Fabriczy (von Fabriczy 

1902)  published some documents about it, but since then no 

further research has been carried out on the history of the 

building or on its material structure. Recent document 

researches and detailed surveys concerning a few rooms allow 

to shine a new light on the history of the house and the 

techniques used to build it. The land was purchased by Giuliano 

and Antonio between 1490 and 1491, but the building works 

advanced slowly. When the two brothers wrote their last wills, 

the building was still unfinished. After Giuliano’s death in 1516 

and Antonio’s death in 1534, the property of the house passed 

from one member of the family to the other, and in 1603 it was 

sold to Sebastiano Ximenes, a Portuguese merchant linked to 

the Grand Duke’s court. He restored the building and started its 

enlargement. Further enlargements and modifications were 

made during the 17th century and especially in the 18th and 19th 

century (Belli, 2012). These work campaigns transformed the 

original building - enclosed in a square area with a side of 40 

braccia fiorentine (a unit of measurement equal to approx. 58 

cm, that means a side of approx. 23 m) and built up on just two 

floors – into a wide stately palace, enriched with a big garden 

and built up on four main floors. 

 

2.2 The vaults under study 

Despite the alterations, the most ancient nucleus of the palace is 

still easy detectable today. It is characterized by a perfectly 

symmetric U structure, which develops around a wide cross 

double-height room. On the back, on the sides of the loggia 

facing the garden, there are two equal rooms, covered by barrel 

vaults with stucco decorations. The kind of decoration and the 

technique used are typical of Sangallo, and in fact these vaults 

have always been considered as the few original elements that 

survived transformations. Instead, not enough attention has 

been paid to the big barrel vault covering the central room. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Plan of the original nucleus of the Sangallo’s House in 

Florence. In red you can see the rooms subject to the survey 

campaign with laser scanner described in this report, while the 

representation of the adjacent rooms has been inferred by a  

previous survey (by Arch. Ilaria Filippini). 
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The vault of the central room: Altered by 18th-century banded 

decorations, the vault has been considered as an intervention 

occurring later than the first building phase (Marchini 1942). 

But the strict analogies between the plan of the house in Borgo 

Pinti and the plan of the villa in Poggio a Caiano, designed by 

Giuliano da Sangallo for Lorenzo de’ Medici in the same years, 

lead us to believe that the vault had always been there. In 

Poggio a Caiano too, in fact, the most important room is made 

up of a big transverse room, covered by an impressive barrel 

vault.  

The Sangallo origin of the vault in Borgo Pinti is supported also 

by another evidence. In the Life of Giuliano da Sangallo, in fact, 

Vasari included an anecdote according to which to convince 

Lorenzo to build a big barrel vault in the room of Poggio a 

Caiano, the architect built a similar vault in his own house 

(Vasari, 1878-1881). So, when Vasari wrote the Lives 

(published for the first time in 1550), the vault should have 

already been built and noticed by him, as he surely knew the 

Sangallo’s house being a friend of Francesco, Giuliano’s son. 

The vault is smaller in size, but it can be compared to the one in 

Poggio a Caiano (approx. 13.50 m x 6.90 m against 19.80 m x 

10.50 m), and additionally they seem to have been built through 

a single concrete casting, as you can see by inspecting the 

extrados. It is an ancient technique, which has been brought 

from Rome to Florence by Giuliano da Sangallo, according to 

Vasari (Vasari, 1878-1881).  

The measurement of the vault’s thickness is an objective factor 

to ascribe the vault to Sangallo: therefore, it has been one of the 

goals of the survey project. 

 

 

Figure 2. The vault of the central room 

 

The vaults of the minor rooms: The direct surveys on the vault 

covering the minor room at south, which were carried out 

through a hole in the decoration, proved that also this structure 

is made of concrete and the material used to built it is similar to 

the one of the bigger vault. The vault seems to bear no load, as 

over the casting (whose keystone is 11 cm thick) we noticed a 

wooden element, probably the joist of a slab. Instead, it was not 

possible to carry out a similar inspection on the vault of the 

room at north, as the decoration there has no holes and it is 

impossible to access the extrados (unlike the previous case). 

Only contactless techniques can be applied in order to better 

study the analogies between the two vaults, therefore the choice 

fell on a laser scanner survey. Surface models coming from both 

rooms have been compared. 

 

 

Figure 3. The vault of one minor room 

 

The laser scanner survey: We used an HDS 6000 laser scanner 

(Leica Geosystems). We can consider the vaults as very 

favourable surfaces to be scanned: they are made by plaster and 

they have light colour. 

As we needed to record a 3D model with a high level of detail, 

we had to consider laser scanner specifications relative to 

accuracy and beam diameter, and to plan correctly scan 

resolution. 

In the following paragraphs we focus on factors affecting the 

final resolution of 3D models: scan density, recorded level of 

detail, beam related effects. In paragraphs 5 and 6 we will 

answer questions coming from historians, thanks to the 3D 

models we produced. 

 

 

3. DIFFERENT MEANINGS OF RESOLUTION  

High resolution's 3D models are frequently requested by users, 

as it's the case of historians studying the Sangallo's house. 

While it is a widely used term, ASTM Committee E57 (ASTM 

2011) doesn't provide, still now, any definition related to 3D 

imaging systems for the term "resolution". It is commonly used 

in different ways (Jacobs, 2005): 

 

Scan density: it refers to the space between adjacent measured 

points. For time of flight scanner it is defined controlling the 

angular increment of rotating mirrors; for phase-based scanners 

it is based on the frequency of measurements sampling that is 

done from a continuous laser source. 

Minimum measurement increment for range and/or angular 

measurements that a scanner is capable of resolving. 

 

Capability of resolving fine object features from scan data. As 

stated from (Boehler et al., 2003) two different laser scanner 

specifications contribute to this ability: the smallest possible 

increment of the angle between two successive points and the 

size of the laser spot on the object.  

 

In order to make the required comparison between the surface 

models, we needed “high resolution” models. The term 

resolution is used, in this context, from an end user point of 

view and it is related to a general performance of the hardware 

and software system adopted.  
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3.1 Resolution does not equal accuracy  

In any case resolution doesn’t equal accuracy (JCGM, 2008).  

The accuracy of a laser scanner is composed of a combination 

of errors in distance and angles measurements.  

 

Even though standards for investigations and tests of laser 

scanning systems still need to be defined, and simple and 

possibly low cost calibration methods must be found, several 

studies investigate laser scanner accuracy  (Boehler et al. 2003) 

(Ingensand et al., 2003) (Lichti et al., 2007) (Mechelke et al., 

2007) (Russo et al., 2007) (Kersten et al., 2008). These usually 

refer to calibrated objects (often to plane objects). 

Data evaluation cannot be done directly on the recorded 

measurements: scanning systems acquire a big amount of data 

in a short time, but they are not able to refer measurements to 

relevant features or specific targets. Therefore data assessment – 

deviations from known or pre-defined geometries – is done on 

the basis of objects extracted from surface models. 

 

 

4. ANALYSIS OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF 

THE ADOPTED LASER SCANNER 

Accuracy. The producer of the scanner we used for the 

Sangallo’s survey (HDS 6000, Leica Geosystems) provides 

accuracy specifications (1 sigma) for data acquired up to 25 

meters, and  up to 50 meters. Considering the operative range of 

the described survey, we can take into account only the first 

ones: 

- distance: 4-5 mm (depending on the surface's albedo); 

- angle (both horizontal and vertical): 125 microradians. 

They also provide a "modeled surface precision" (2-3 mm, 

depending on the surface's albedo). It is clear that this value is 

subject to modeling methodology, but we can assume it as a 

reference for scanning noise (that is a value related to an 

accidental error). 

Figure 4 graphically summarizes accuracy values for HDS 6000 

scanner, considering the intrinsic reference system of the 

scanner and analyzing the 3D accuracy of a point measured 

along the Y axe (in order to show simple values), at a distance 

of 25 m: 

σX = σZ = d σα ~ 3 mm 

σY = σd~ 5 mm 

 

Figure 4. The accuracy of laser scanner is composed of a 

combination of errors in distance and angles measurements. 

One sigma positioning accuracy, HDS 6000 laser scanner. 

 

Beam diameter.  Although the term "spot size" is often used to 

mean the dimension of the laser beam, according to ASTM 

Standard Terminology for Three-Dimensional Imaging Systems 

(ASTM 2011), it is preferable to refer to "beam diameter". For a 

laser beam with a circular irradiance pattern, the beam diameter 

is the extent of the irradiance distribution in a cross section of 

the laser beam (in a plane orthogonal to its propagation path). 

The diameter is usually measured at 1/e2 point, where e is the 

base of the natural logarithm (Figure 5). 

  

 
 

Figure 5. Gaussian laser beam with a circular cross section 

 

A not well focused spot, or a very little detail on the object 

could define a “mixed-pixel” effect (Tang et al., 2007). It is 

quite common along the edges of the features: wrong points 

may be recorded because while a part of the spot is reflected by 

one surface, another part of the spot is reflected by a different 

surface.   

 

 

Figure 6. “Mixed pixel” effect 

 

Technical specifications for HDS 6000 consider a Gaussian 

beam, with a divergence linearly increasing: 3 mm at exit and a 

divergence of 0,22 mrad. 

 

Figure 7. Beam diameter, increasing with range. In orange, the 

operative range for the Sangallo’s house survey. 

 

It is clear that working with medium-long range (40-70 meters, 

for a phase-based laser scanner as the HDS 6000) the level of 

detail of acquired data is strongly affected by the beam 

dimension on the surface (Jacobs, 2006). Figure 8 shows, on a 

different case study, that it's not possible to balance the effect 
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due to a quite big beam diameter (or a long range) with a higher 

resolution, since it only produces an oversampling. 

 

 

Figure 8. Pistoia, Basilica dell’Umilta (Laser scanner survey by 

GeCo Lab., 2008). Two different details have been acquired 

from different distances, setting the scan density in order to 

obtain almost the same number of points in both models: the 

surface model’s quality is affected by beam diameter, that  

increase with distance. 

 

Scan resolution. Our scanner allows only preset resolution 

steps, as shown in Figure 9.  

In the Sangallo's house survey, we set the scan resolution 

according to the mean distance to the vault surfaces, using 

Middle or High preset values. 

 
Figure 9. Angular preset resolution for HDS 6000 scanner and 

corresponding linear distances between measured points 

 

The ability to record small details is related to accuracy and to 

beam diameter; both these parameters are distance related (Pesci 

et al., 2011). As we acquired data from short or very short 

distances (shorter than 7 meters for the big vault and shorter 

than 4 meters in the small vaults), we can state that the adopted 

instruments meets the requirements of this case study. 

 

 

5. WHAT’S THE BIG VAULT’S THICKNESS?              

THE ANSWER FROM CLASSICAL TOPOGRAPHY 

We needed some information on the exact geometry of the 

vaults to confirm the hypothetical building techniques and to 

support the hypothesis that the coverage of the central space 

dates back to the first (Sangallo-style) phase of the works.  

In order to investigate the constructive technique, without 

invasive analysis, it was necessary to survey a small portion of 

accessible extrados on the first floor.  

Five topographical stations have been connected on the basis of 

overabundant observations and their coordinates have been 

computed by least square adjustment method (with residuals 

smaller than 1 cm). The design of the topographic framework 

was carried out to meet the specific needs of the project, i.e. 

defining the correct mutual position of rooms that are not 

directly connected. In particular, we needed to connect the 

rooms on the first floor with the ground floor and to position 

the minor room at north (Room 1, in Figure 1), whose access 

door from the loggia has been infilled. 

 

The answer. Since the extrados and intrados data have a 

common reference system, it is easy to establish the thickness of 

the reins of the big vault: it is approximately 28 cm.  This 

information confirms the direct observation of a small portion 

of accessible extrados and the fact that the vault was built 

entirely through casting and not with bricks. 

 

  

Figure 10. The orthoimage of the point model show that the 

thickness of the reins of the big vault is  

approx. 28 cm 

 

 

6. HOW MUCH ARE SIMILAR THE SMALL VAULTS? 

THE ANSWER FROM LASER SCANNING 

With the aim of hypothesizing a date for the two smaller rooms, 

we analysed the stucco decoration by means of mesh models 

(Figure 11 and 12). On their intrados we always noticed a 

decoration module made up of a circular crown containing four 

small figures, which is crossed by four smaller circles. This 

motif was made by impressing in succession a square mould 

(maybe of wood) with a side of one braccio (approx. 58.6 cm) 

onto a very thin layer of mortar plaster. The particularly detailed 

3D survey of the intrados available allows to compare (by 

overlapping them) a couple of modules extracted from the two 

vaults, in order to check whether the same mould was used 

(Figure 13) and thus have another useful element to date these 

structures. 

 
The answer. The analogy between the decorations confirms the 

hypothetical reuse of the same mould, even if in one of the 

rooms small stucco pyramids have been added to the corners of 

the square tiles to mask the junction of the adjacent 

impressions. Even though it is not possible to date the 

construction or decoration of the vaults, they can be considered 

as coeval or built within a relatively short period of time. 
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Figure 11. A detail of the surface model – Room 1 

 

Figure 12. A detail of the surface model – Room 2 

 

Figure 13 – The displacement map shows only small differences 

between the decorations coming from the two rooms; some 

decay in the plaster should be considered (medium distance 

between surfaces is 6 mm; standard deviation is 1 cm) 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We are working on the documentation project of the Sangallo’s 

house in a multi-disciplinary team, including both geomatics 

and historian researchers. This paper highlights geomatic 

contribution, aimed to provide objective and effective 

information to: 

- correctly define the relationship between non-intervisible 

rooms, 

- verify historical hypotheses,  

- better understand constructive techniques, limiting destructive 

investigations as much as possible. 

We defined a network of control points with topographic 

measurements, and we made a laser scanner survey. In order to 

better plan the data acquisition phase, we previously analysed 

technical specifications of the instrument. Since high resolution 

models were required we focused on factors influencing model's 

level of detail: measurement accuracy, beam dimension, scan 

resolution.  

We elaborated metric data with different techniques, in order to 

be able to answer, time to time, to different questions proposed 

by our historian colleagues.  
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